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	Carpentry covers every important facet of residential carpentry, from framing the mudsills, walls, floors, ceilings and roof to building stairs, cabinets and other built-ins, as well as basic finish carpentry skills such as interior trim carpentry and exterior siding.

	

	For builders and remodelers, Carpentry has the best field-tested advice, tips, techniques and instruction on the most common carpentry jobs, from basic to advanced, all worked-out and written by the country's best carpenters in the business. This biggest volume ever in Taunton's For Pros By Pros series gives builders, remodelers and homeowners hard-to-find and spot-on accurate information on all key aspects of carpentry. All written by the country's best carpenters.
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Effective Pricing with SAP ERPSAP Press, 2011


	Pricing is a complicated subject and is used in several functionalities, including Sales

	and Distribution (SD) and Materials Management (MM). Currently no book in the

	market specifically focuses on pricing. We decided to write a book that addresses

	pricing not only in SD but also in MM to enable you to learn pricing applications...
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Blender Production: Creating Short Animations from Start to FinishFocal Press, 2012

	Short animation projects are ambitious and time-consuming, but with a good plan and toolset, they can be hugely rewarding. Blender expert Roland Hess will get you up to speed on animated short fundamentals, including writing, storyboarding, blocking, and character creation. This follow-up of Blender Foundations will introduce the more...
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Linux in the WorkplaceNo Starch Press, 2002
The Sacramento Bee
   "If you've got a Linux computer you'd like to use, this will show you how to get the job done."     

       Slashdot
   "A useful and freindly KDE-centric introduction to Linux for nongeeks."     

...
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Grid Resource Management: Towards Virtual and Services Compliant Grid ComputingCRC Press, 2008
Grid technology offers the potential for providing secure access to remote services, thereby promoting scientific collaborations in an unprecedented scale. Grid Resource Management: Toward Virtual and Services Compliant Grid Computing presents a comprehensive account of the architectural issues of grid technology, such as security,...
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Advances in Communication, Devices and Networking: Proceedings of ICCDN 2018 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering (537))Springer, 2019

	
		The book covers recent trends in the field of devices, wireless communication and networking. It presents the outcomes of the International Conference in Communication, Devices and Networking (ICCDN 2018), which was organized by the Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Sikkim Manipal Institute of Technology,...
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The Organization of Global Negotiations: Constructing the Climate Change RegimeEarthscan, 2005
Global negotiations – negotiations that are open to all of the world’s nation states – have become an increasingly popular means of tackling pressing problems that cut across international boundaries. Environmental issues have been at the forefront of this trend, with global negotiations at the close of the last millennium...
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